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Abstract

Objective: Patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1) frequently display symptoms resembling those of Attention
Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). Importantly, these disorders are characterised by distinct changes in the
dopaminergic system, which plays an important role in timing performance and feedback-based adjustments in timing
performance. In a transdiagnostic approach, we examine how far NF1 and ADHD show distinct or comparable profiles
of timing performance and feedback-based adjustments in timing. Method: We examined time estimation and learning
processes in healthy control children (HC), children with ADHD with predominantly inattentive symptoms and those
with NF1 using a feedback-based time estimation paradigm. Results: Healthy controls consistently responded closer to
the correct time window than both patient groups, were less variable in their reaction times and displayed intact
learning-based adjustments across time. The patient groups did not differ from each other regarding the number of in-
time responses. In ADHD patients, the performance was rather unstable across time. No performance changes could be
observed in patients with NF1 across the entire task. Conclusions: Children with ADHD and NF1 differ in feedback
learning-based adjustments of time estimation processes. ADHD is characterised by behavioural fluctuations during the
learning process. These are likely to be associated with inefficiencies in the dopaminergic system. NF1 is characterised
by impairments of feedback learning which could be due to various neurotransmitter alterations occurring in addition to
deficits in dopamine synthesis. Results show that despite the strong overlap in clinical phenotype and
neuropsychological deficits between NF1 and ADHD, the underlying cognitive mechanisms are different.

Keywords: Time estimation, Interval timing, Pacemaker-accumulator model, Dopamine, Neurofibromatosis Type 1,
Attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder, Reaction time variability, Learning deficits

INTRODUCTION

Timing in the seconds-to-minutes range is a consciously con-
trolled process and is therefore flexible but also open to
influences such as attentional fluctuations (Buhusi &
Meck, 2005; Coull, Cheng, & Meck, 2011; Merchant & de
Lafuente, 2014). Attentional deficits occur in psychiatric
disorders such as attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD; American Psychiatric Association & American
Psychiatric Association, 2013; Bluschke, Zink, Mückschel,
Roessner, & Beste, 2020) and also in genetic conditions such
as Neurofibromatosis Type 1 (NF1; Coudé,Mignot, Lyonnet,

&Munnich, 2007; Heimgärtner et al., 2019; Koth, Cutting, &
Denckla, 2000). For more detailed insights into the processes
underlying timing performance, it is useful to attempt a com-
parison of timing between these conditions which are pheno-
typically similar (Coudé et al., 2007; Koth et al., 2000) but
differ significantly regarding the underlying neural mecha-
nisms (Brown et al., 2010, 2011; Klein et al., 2017).
According to the pacemaker-accumulator model (Buhusi &
Meck, 2005; Gibbon, 1977; van Rijn, Gu, & Meck, 2014),
the timing process is based on a pacemaker emitting pulses.
At the clock stage, where these pulses are accumulated, atten-
tion is an important modulator (Coull et al., 2011; Merchant &
de Lafuente, 2014), therefore particularly the dopamine system
is important (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gibbon, Church, &
Meck, 1984). For a correct evaluation of the passed duration,
the attentional focus has to be directed towards the emitted
pulses. Insufficient attention to the pacemaker pulses leads
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to some pulses being missed, which results in an underestima-
tion of the elapsed duration (Buhusi & Meck, 2009; Coull
et al., 2011; Hwang, Gau, Hsu, & Wu, 2010). At the memory
stage, the number of accumulated pulses is counted when
receiving feedback. This number is stored in referencememory
and updated when necessary so it can be used for current and
future decisions (i.e. decision stage) (Buhusi & Meck, 2005;
Gibbon et al., 1984). This memory-component in time estima-
tion strongly depends on trial-by-trial feedback-based learning
process and is mainly subject to cholinergic modulation
(Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gibbon et al., 1984; Sohn &
Lee, 2012).

Altered dopaminergic functioning, deficits in interval tim-
ing and learning deficits are evident in ADHD, a disorder
marked by the core symptoms of inattention, impulsivity,
and hyperactivity (American Psychiatric Association &
American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Klein et al., 2017;
Mahone & Denckla, 2017; Ptacek et al., 2019; Swanson
et al., 2000). ADHD is associated with deficient dopaminer-
gic transmission due to an increased presynaptic dopamine
transporter activity and alterations of dopamine receptors
(Klein et al., 2017). Patients frequently show an increased
variability in reaction times and cognitive performance
(Bluschke, Chmielewski, Mückschel, Roessner, & Beste,
2017; Bluschke, Schreiter, et al., 2020; Kofler et al., 2013;
Mahone & Denckla, 2017; Yordanova et al., 2011).
Deficits in timing have been well described on the behaviou-
ral level (Bauermeister et al., 2005; Bluschke, Schuster,
Roessner, & Beste, 2018; Hwang et al., 2010; Kerns,
McInerney, & Wilde, 2001; Smith, Taylor, Rogers,
Newman, & Rubia, 2002; Toplak & Tannock, 2005), and
using neurophysiological methods (Bluschke et al., 2018;
Doehnert, Brandeis, Schneider, Drechsler, & Steinhausen,
2013). However, it is not yet understood whether these
impairments in timing are due to pure time perception deficits
(Smith et al., 2002; Toplak & Tannock, 2005; Walg, Oepen,
& Prior, 2015), or due to problems in attentional regulation
(Bauermeister et al., 2005; Hwang et al., 2010; Kerns
et al., 2001) affecting learning-related adjustments of proc-
esses important during time estimation.

The symptom of inattention is also evident in patients with
NF1, a hereditary rare disease that exhibits close overlaps in
the neurocognitive profile with ADHD (Coudé et al., 2007;
Koth et al., 2000). NF1 is also associated with altered dopa-
minergic functioning, particularly as far as dopamine synthe-
sis is concerned (Brown et al., 2010). Preliminary small
clinical trials demonstrated that methylphenidate is effective
in treating ADHD symptoms in children with NF1 (Mautner,
Kluwe, Thakker, & Leark, 2002). Although the pattern of
impairments shows strong inter-individual variability
(Diggs-Andrews & Gutmann, 2013; Kayl & Moore, 2000;
Soucy, Gao, Gutmann, & Dunn, 2012), many of the children
with NF1 and their parents also report more general learning
deficits (Descheemaeker, Ghesquière, Symons, Fryns, &
Legius, 2005; Hyman, Shores, & North, 2005; Zimerman
et al., 2015). Importantly, such deficits could potentially also
influence time estimation abilities and evidence accumulation

processes by the pacemaker. Thus, it can be hypothesised that
time estimation processes are also deficient in NF1 patients,
just like it is the case for ADHD. Since there is a strong over-
lap in cognitive dysfunctions in ADHD and NF1 patients that
are relevant for timing processes, the current study pursues a
transdiagnostic approach and compares time estimation proc-
esses in ADHD and NF1 patients in comparison to healthy
controls. Since inattention is the most pronounced ADHD-
like symptom in NF1 (Heimgärtner et al., 2019) and corre-
lated with interval timing (Bluschke et al., 2018; Mullins,
Bellgrove, Gill, & Robertson, 2005), we included children
with the predominantly inattentive subtype of ADHD. We
hypothesize that time estimation performance will be reduced
both in patients with NF1 and those with ADHD compared to
healthy controls. In addition, we expect to observe a success-
ful learning process, that is an improvement in performance
over time, in healthy controls. Based on the alterations in dop-
aminergic functioning, however, we expect altered learning
curves compared to healthy controls in the two patient
groups. Since there are differences between ADHD and
NF1 in terms of dysfunctions in the dopaminergic system
(Brown et al., 2010, 2011; Klein et al., 2017), we expect dif-
ferential modulated processes between ADHD and NF1, par-
ticularly for learning processes.

METHOD

Sample

To determine the detectable effect size, a sensitivity analysis
was conducted using G* Power (Faul, Erdfelder, Lang, &
Buchner, 2007).With the total sample size of n= 72 subjects,
given the three groups and three measurements (response
type and block, respectively), a small to medium effect
(η2 = .042) can be detected with a power of 95%.

The group of NF1 patients was recruited from the
Department of Neuropediatrics at the TU Dresden. In all of
them, the diagnosis of NF1 had been determined according
to ICD-10 criteria (Q85.0). IQ measures were not available
for this sample, however, 74% of the NF1 patients attended
regular school. Overall, n= 26 patients with NF1 (11.5 ± 2.9
years, 12 males, two sisters) were included in the study. All of
them reported multiple neurological and physiological prob-
lems. Fourteen of the patients further were characterised by
one or more comorbid diagnosis (n= 3 with an Axis III diag-
nosis (F70.9, F74.8, F79.9), n= 12 with an Axis II diagnosis
(F80.1, F81.0, F81.3, F82.9, F83), n= 1with ADHD (F90.0),
n= 6 with psychological/emotional/behavioural problems
(F98.0, F98.1, F40.2, F43.2, F54), for details see Table
S1). None of the patients received psychopharmacological
treatments.

The ADHD group was recruited from the outpatient clinic
of the Department of children and adolescent psychiatry.
Diagnoses had been determined according to established
clinical guidelines and included interviews and question-
naires completed by parents, children, and teachers, testing
of general IQ level using the Wechsler scales and attention
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as well as the exclusion of possible underlying somatic con-
ditions (i.e. by EEG assessments, vision testing, audiometry,
and blood tests). In order to achieve good matching between
the two groups, ADHD patients were only included if they
fulfilled diagnostic criteria for attention deficit disorder of
the inattentive subtype as assessed by the ADHD
Symptom Checklist (Döpfner, Görtz-Dorten, & Lehmkuhl,
2009; see below). 20 patients with ADHD (10.8 ± 2.4 years,
IQ: 99 ± 11.2, 9 male) were included in the study. Eight of
those patients received an additional psychiatric diagnosis
(F95.2, F95.8, F43.2, F93.8, F94.1, F98.0, F98.9; for details
see Table S1). None of the patients received psychopharma-
cological treatments.

A group of healthy control children (HC) was recruited
from an in-house database and via advertisements. None of
these children had previously taken part in a study with an
interval timing task. Controls were only included if the
parents reported no psychiatric or neurological disorders dur-
ing a telephone interview. IQ levels in this group were mea-
sured using the short form of the WISC-IV (Waldmann,
2008). Overall, a group of n= 26 healthy control children
participated in the study (12.1 ± 2.7 years, IQ: 105 ± 6.6,
12 male).

In all three groups, parents rated their children’s behaviour
on the ADHD Symptom Checklist (Döpfner et al., 2009) on
the three scales inattention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity
from 0 (no problems) to 3 (severe problems; see Figure 1).
A mean score ≥1.5 indicates high symptom severity.
Controls displayed no significant symptoms on any of the
three scales (inattention: 0.36 ± 0.36, hyperactivity:
0.09 ± 0.23, impulsivity: 0.25 ± 0.36) and therefore differed
significantly from the two patient groups on all three scales
(all p ≤ .001). Patients with NF1 and ADHD differed on
the inattention scale (NF1:1.56 ± 0.62, ADHD: 2.01 ± 0.41),
with more reported inattention in the ADHD group
(t(35.237)= 2.73; p = .010). Differences in the domains of
hyperactivity (NF1:0.49 ± 0.60, ADHD: 0.54 ± 0.42) or
impulsivity (NF1:1.02 ± 0.82, ADHD: 0.91 ± 0.60) were not
found (t ≤ .50; p ≥ .617). Furthermore, the three groups did
not differ regarding age (F(2,69)= 1.20; p = .308) or gender
distribution (χ²(2, N= 72) = .01; p = .996). Regarding the IQ
levels, healthy controls and ADHD patients differed signifi-
cantly (t(44)= 2.19, p = .034). However, comparability can
still be assumed, as the difference of 6 IQ points is clinically
negligible and both groups were within average bounds.

All subjects and their parents or legal guardians provided
written informed consent before any study procedure was
applied. The local ethics committee of the Medical Faculty
of the TU Dresden approved the study.

Task

The task is identical to that used in previous publications on
time estimation by our group (Beste et al., 2007; Bluschke
et al., 2018; Wild-Wall, Willemssen, Falkenstein, & Beste,
2008). The procedure of the task is shown in Figure 2.

Participants were seated in front of a 24″ TFT display.
Each trial began with the presentation of a white fixation
cross. After that, a white square on black backgroundwas pre-
sented and participants were asked to press the space key
1200 ms after the onset of this stimulus. Key presses occur-
ring between 1000 and 1400 ms were accepted as in-time
(correct) responses. Key presses given between 400 and
1000 ms after the stimulus onset were classified as early
responses. Key presses occurring between 1400 and
2000 ms after the stimulus onset were classified as late
responses. Key presses before 400 ms or after 2000 ms were
classified as missed responses and were not included in fur-
ther analyses. After every key press, participants received vis-
ual feedback; that is after in-time responses, a green happy
smiley and the German word for “correct” were shown.
After early/late responses (including trials later classified
as misses), a red sad smiley and the German words for
“too early”/”too late” were shown. The German words for
“did not react” were displayed if there had been no response
3000 ms after cue onset. Overall, the participants performed
300 trials divided into three blocks with short breaks of self-
chosen length in between. The intertrial interval was random-
ized between 800 and 2200 ms. For the analyses, the percent-
age of trials, the reaction times (RTs), and the standard
deviation of reaction times (RT-SDs) separated for correct,
early, and late responses were used.

Statistical Analysis

For the analysis of the data, we usedmixed effects analyses of
variance (ANOVAs). This included the within-subject factor
Response (correct, early, late) and the between-subjects factor
Group (NF1, controls, ADHD) for the general analyses.
Bonferroni-adjusted correlations (three tests, p = .017) were
calculated for timing performance measures and symptom
severity separately for the three groups. For the analyses of
learning processes, we included the within-subject factor
Block (first, second, third) and the between-subjects factor
Group (NF1, controls, ADHD). One-way ANOVAs and
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Fig. 1. Reported symptom severity according to the ADHD
Symptom Checklist (Döpfner et al., 2009) on the three scales inat-
tention, hyperactivity, and impulsivity for the three groups. Error
bars show standard deviations of the mean.
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t-tests (paired and unpaired, respectively) were used to further
analyse any main effects or interactions. We used Pearson’s
correlations for correlational analyses. Bonferroni- and
Greenhouse-Geisser-corrections were applied when neces-
sary. All dependent variables were normally distributed
within the groups according to Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests
(p ≥ .145).

RESULTS

The descriptive statistics of the behavioural data, that is the
percentage of trials, reaction times (RTs), and standard devi-
ations of the reaction times (RT-SDs) for the correct (in-time)
responses, as well as for the early and late responses are dis-
played in Figure 3. The percentage of missed trials did not
differ between the groups (HC: 0 ± 1%, NF1:2 ± 4%,
ADHD: 2 ± 4%; F(2,72)= 1.60, p = .210, ηp2 = .044). For
the analyses, age was included as a covariate because of sig-
nificant correlations with some of the dependent variables
(Table 1) and previous findings of age influencing time esti-
mation in childhood (Meyers, 2019).

Percentage of Trials

A repeated-measures ANCOVA of the percentage of trials
revealed a main effect of Response (F(2,136)= 7.37; p =
.001; ηp2 = .098) with significantly more correct (49 ±
16%) than early (30 ± 14%) or late (19 ± 10%) responses
as well as significantly more early than late responses
(t≥ 4.66; all p< .001) across all three groups. Themain effect
of Group was not significant (F(2,68)= 1.26, p = .290,
ηp2 = .036). There was a significant interaction of Response *
Group (F(4,136)= 2.82; p = .028; ηp

2 = .077). Further
post-hoc analyses revealed an effect of Group for the correct
responses only (HC: 57 ± 12%, NF1:45 ± 16%, ADHD: 46 ±
18%; F(2, 68)= 4.71; p = .012; ηp2 = .122). Specifically, we
found significantly more correct responses in the HC than in
either of the patient groups (t≥ 2.66; p ≤ .011). The main

effect of Response was significant in all three groups (F≥
8.31; p ≤ .001). In the HC group, analyses revealed signifi-
cantly more correct (57 ± 12%) than early (25 ± 10%) or late
(17 ± 8%) responses as well as significantly more early than
late responses (t≥ 3.19; p ≤ .004). For the ADHD group,
analyses revealed significantly more correct (46 ± 18%) than
error (early: 32 ± 16%, late: 21 ± 14%) responses (t≥ 2.12;
p ≤ .047), but only marginally significant differences between
the frequencies of early and late responses (t(19)= 1.98; p =
.063).Within theNF1 group, the difference between the number
of correct (45 ± 16%) and early (34 ± 16%) responses was only
marginally significant (t(25)= 1.85; p = .077), but both
occurred significantly more frequently than late responses
(20± 9%; t≥ 3.21; p≤ .004). Bonferroni-adjusted correlational
analyses revealed a significant association of the percentage of
early responses with reported hyperactivity (r(19) = .701,
p < .001) and impulsivity (r(19) = .699, p < .001) only in
the NF1 group.

Reaction Time (RT) and RT Variability (RT-SD)

A repeated-measures ANCOVA of the RTs revealed a main
effect of Response (correct: 1183 ± 19ms, early: 817 ± 61
ms, late: 1574 ± 53ms; F(1.1,73.6)= 358.45; p < .001;
ηp

2 = .846) with significant differences between all three
response types (t≥ 49.05; all p < .001). The main effect of
Group was not significant (F(2,65) = .04, p = .959, ηp2 =
.001). We further found a significant Response * Group inter-
action (F(2.3,73.6)= 3.76; p = .023; ηp2 = .104). The HC
group showed slower RTs within the early trials (842 ± 42
ms) and faster RTs within the late trials (1552± 43ms) than
it was the case for the patient groups (NF1: early: 803 ± 66
ms, late: 1582 ± 48ms; ADHD: early: 800 ± 66ms, late:
1594 ± 63ms; t≥ 2.37; p ≤ .022). For the correct responses,
there was no significant group difference (HC: 1183± 21ms,
NF1:1186 ± 16ms, ADHD: 1177 ± 19ms; F(2,65)= 1.08,
p = .346, ηp2 = .032).

Fig. 2. Procedure of the applied time estimation task. Participants were instructed to press the space key 1, 2 s after the appearance of the white
square. Participants received a smiley and written feedback depending on the time of their key press. If no answer was recorded 3000 ms after
the appearance of the white square, the feedback “Did not react!” was presented.
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A repeated-measures ANCOVA of the RT-SDs showed a
significant main effect of Response (F(2,130)= 13.18; p <
.001; ηp2 = .169). RT-SD was significantly larger for early
(140 ± 27 ms) than for late (133 ± 29 ms) and correct
(108 ± 7 ms) responses. Also, RT-SDwas significantly larger
for the late than for the correct responses (t≥ 2.25; all p ≤
.027). Further, we found a significant main effect of the factor
Group (F(2,65)= 4.72; p = .012; ηp2 = .127). In the HC
group, RT-SDs were significantly smaller than in the other
two groups (HC: 119 ± 19 ms, NF1:129 ± 13 ms, ADHD:
135 ± 15 ms; t≥ 2.14; p ≤ .038). The Group*Response inter-
action was not significant (F(4,130)= 1.43; p = .228;
ηp2 = .042).

Bonferroni-adjusted correlational analyses revealed no
significant associations with symptom severity in any of
the groups.

Analysis of Learning Effects

To examine the learning process throughout the task, we ana-
lysed the three blocks of the task separately. To examine
whether a successful learning process could be observed,
we conducted these analyses only for the in-time responses.
Therefore, we included the factors Block and Group in the
analyses. The percentage of trials, reaction times (RTs),
and standard deviations of the reaction times (RT-SDs) sep-
arated for blocks and groups as well as the changes in RTs are
displayed in Figure 4.

In regards to the percentage of trials, a repeated-measures
ANCOVA revealed a main effect of Group (F(2,68)= 4.71;
p = .012; ηp2 = .122). HC responded correctly significantly
more often than the patients (HC: 57 ± 12%, NF1:45 ± 16%,
ADHD: 46 ± 18%; t≥ 2.66; p ≤ .011). There was no signifi-
cant main effect of Block (F(1.8,124.0) = .064, p = .925,
ηp

2 = .001) and no significant Block*Group interaction
(F(3.6,124.0)= 1.04, p = .384, ηp2 = .030).

In regards to RTs, a repeated-measures ANCOVA
revealed no significant main effect of Block (F(2,130) =
.85, p = .431, ηp2 = .013) or Group (F(2,65)= 1.08, p =
.346, ηp2 = .032). We found a significant Block*Group inter-
action (F(4,130)= 4.31; p = .003; ηp2 = .117). In the second
block, there was a significant difference between the ADHD
and the NF1 groups (NF1:1190 ± 29ms, ADHD: 1163 ± 28
ms; t(41)= 3.07; p = .004), with the HC group (1177 ± 25
ms) differing only marginally from the NF1 group (t(49)=
1.73; p = .090) and the ADHD (t(42)= 1.73; p = .092) group.
Within the other two blocks, the main effect of Groupwas not
significant (F≤ 1.98; p ≥ .146). In the HC group, there was a
significant effect of the factor Block (F(2, 48)= 5.04; p =
.010; ηp2 = .173). The RTs in the third block (1199 ± 33
ms) differed significantly from the RTs in the first (1173 ±
29 ms) and the second (1177 ± 25ms) block (t≥ 3.34; p ≤
.003), with the reaction times in the third block being closer
to the target time of 1200ms. The first and the second block
did not differ from each other (t(25) = .71; p = .485).
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Fig. 3. (A) Percentage of trials of each response type for the three
groups. (B) Reaction times of each response type for the three
groups. (C) Reaction time variability of each response type for
the three groups. Significant results are denoted with asterisks (*
p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001). Error bars show standard devia-
tions of the mean.
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Table 1. Pearson’s correlations (uncorrected) of dependent variables with covariate age

Variable HC NF1 ADD

% correct responses .231 (.255) .555 (.003) .685 (.001)
% early responses −.367 (.065) −.577 (.002) −.335 (.149)
%. late responses .107 (.603) .028 (.892) −.371 (.108)
RT correct responses .157 (445) .019 (.930) −.124 (.623)
RT early responses .541 (.004) .460 (.021) .576 (.012)
RT late responses −.199 (.329) −.163 (.436) −.723 (.001)
RT-SD correct responses .101 (.624) −.319 (.120) .004 (.988)
RT-SD early responses −.554 (.003) −.032 (.881) −.456 (.057)
RT-SD late responses −.168 (.413) −.194 (.353) −.689 (.002)
% correct responses 1st block .384 (.053) .584 (.002) .484 (.030)
% correct responses 2nd block .156 (.448) .436 (.026) .694 (.001)
% correct responses 3rd block .063 (.760) .522 (.006) .684 (.001)
RT correct responses 1st block .416 (.035) .067 (.749) −.309 (.213)
RT correct responses 2nd block .062 (.764) −.133 (.527) .168 (.505)
RT correct responses 3rd block −.105 (.608) .125 (.551) −.073 (.773)
RT-SD correct responses 1st block .027 (.894) −.156 (.458) .101 (.691)
RT-SD correct responses 2nd block .213 (.295) −.406 (.044) .042 (.870)
RT-SD correct responses 3rd block −.040 (.845) .012 (956) −.136 (.591)

Note.HC= healthy controls; NF1= patients with Neurofibromatosis Type 1; ADD= patients with ADHD diagnosis with predominantly inattentive symptoms.
p-values of the correlations are given in brackets. Significant correlations are in bold print.
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For further post-hoc analyses, we calculated the change as the
difference between successive blocks. The change from
the first to the second block differed significantly between
the ADHD group and the other two groups (HC: 4 ± 29ms,
NF1:5 ± 38ms, ADD: −19 ± 34ms; t≥ 2.14; p ≤ .038) due
to a decrease of RTs within the ADD group. The change
from the second to the third block differed significantly
between the NF1 group and the other two groups (HC:
22 ± 32ms, NF1: −6 ± 32ms, ADD: 24 ± 34ms; t≥ 2.94;
p ≤ .005) due to an increase in RTs towards the target time
in the HC and the ADD groups but not in the NF1 group.

In regards to the RT-SDs, there was a marginally signifi-
cant main effect of Group (F(2, 65)= 2.7; p = .073; ηp2 =
.078) indicating a lower variability in the HC group
(105 ± 6 ms) than in the patient groups (NF1:110 ± 7 ms,
ADHD: 109 ± 8 ms). We found no significant main effect
of Block (F(2,130)= 0.2; p= .844; ηp2= .003) and no signifi-
cant Block*Group interaction (F(4,130)= 0.7; p = .584;
ηp2 = .021).

DISCUSSION

In this study, we undertook a transdiagnostic approach and
compared time estimation performance in children with
NF1, ADHD of inattentive subtype, and healthy controls.
Data revealed better time estimation performance in healthy
controls than in ADHD patients, which is in line with pre-
vious research (Bluschke et al., 2018; Hwang et al., 2010).
Symptom severity and performance only correlated in the
NF1 group, indicating for higher hyperactivity/impulsivity
to be related to the number of early, that is impulsive,
responses. However, for the ADHD group, no correlations
were found, which contradicts previous findings (Bluschke
et al., 2018), but might be due to the limited statistical power
in this group. In the cases of early and late responses (i.e. erro-
neous time estimations), healthy controls consistently
responded closer to the correct time window than both patient
groups and were less variable in their reaction times (RTs).
The patient groups did not differ from each other regarding
the number of in-time responses, corroborating the assumption
of similarities in cognitive processes between ADHD and NF1
(Coudé et al., 2007; Koth et al., 2000). However, the patient
groups differed somewhat in regards to the types of committed
errors. In patients with ADHD, the number of early and late
errors did not differ, while patients with NF1 were slightly
more prone to respond too early. In addition, performance
in the in-time trials was compared between the three blocks
of the task to analyse the processes of learning-based adjust-
ments of timing. In healthy controls, a learning curve is present,
with RTs continuously approaching the target time across the
three blocks. In both patient groups, however, such learning-
based adjustments were not observed. Crucially, in ADHD
patients, performance was rather unstable since RTs first
decreased between Block 1 and 2 before then returning to
“baseline” levels in Block 3. In contrast, no performance
changes could be observed in patients with NF1 across the

entire task, suggesting a significant lack of behavioural
adjustments after feedback in this group. In other words, in
NF1, we see a generally high RT variability with stable RT
means across the blocks, while in ADHD besides a high gen-
eral RT variability RT means additionally fluctuate across
blocks (refer to Figure 4).

The distribution of errors as well as the performance fluc-
tuations across the three blocks indicate a strong variation of
responses around the correct time window in ADHD,
matching previous findings of high intra-individual perfor-
mance fluctuations in ADHD (Bluschke, Mückschel,
Roessner, & Beste, 2020; Bluschke, Zink, et al., 2020;
Kofler et al., 2013; Vahid, Bluschke, Roessner, Stober, &
Beste, 2019; Yordanova et al., 2011). Further, no learning
curve as in the healthy control group was evident, but draw-
ing conclusions about the learning process in ADHD is
somewhat difficult in the current study because of the
high-performance fluctuations. However, previous studies
could show that feedback processing is intact in the inatten-
tive subtype of ADHD, but preparatory processes for the
response are deficient (Bluschke et al., 2018). Higher
intra-individual variability in ADHD has been attributed
to dopamine system dysfunctions (Klein et al., 2017). In
ADHD, there are multiple alterations in the dopaminergic
system such as decreased receptor density and increased
dopamine transporter (DAT) density, resulting in a less effi-
cient dopaminergic system (Klein et al., 2017). Moreover,
the norepinephrine system also plays a significant role in
ADHD (Sharma & Couture, 2014), but appears to be more
important for processes of self-timing and durations lasting
several seconds (Rammsayer, Hennig, Haag, & Lange,
2001; Suzuki & Tanaka, 2017), which both are not required
in the current study. Dopaminergic dysfunctions cause a
lower signal-to-noise ratio (SNR; Li, Lindenberger, &
Sikström, 2001; MacDonald, Nyberg, & Bäckman, 2006)
and result in imprecise and unstable cognitive performance
(Li et al., 2001), an aspect also reported in ADHD
(Pertermann, Bluschke, Roessner, & Beste, 2019).
According to the pacemaker-accumulator model, the pulses
emitted from the pacemaker are counted during the clock
stage (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gibbon, 1977; van Rijn
et al., 2014). Considering that the dopaminergic system is
particularly important for clock stage-based mechanisms
in time estimation/interval timing (Matell, King, & Meck,
2004; Meck, 1983), dysfunctions at the clock stage may
underlie the observed deficits in ADHD. This is in line with
other interpretations concerning ADHD-related time esti-
mation deficits (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gibbon, 1977;
van Rijn et al., 2014). The higher level of noise in ADHD
might cause pacemaker pulses to be missed and for the
elapsed time to be underestimated (Coull et al., 2011).
However, at times, noise may also be misinterpreted as a
pulse (i.e. false-positive pulse), leading to occasional over-
estimations of the elapsed time. Therefore, increased noise
can explain the over- and under-estimations of time intervals
and hence a stronger fluctuation of estimated times around
the desired time interval in the ADHD group.
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NF1 is associated with deficient dopamine synthesis in
mouse models (Brown et al., 2010; Diggs-Andrews et al.,
2013), likely also leading to insufficient dopaminergic neuro-
transmission and hence a lower SNR (Li et al., 2001;
MacDonald et al., 2006). Interestingly, however, the pattern
of deficits on the behavioural level in patients with NF1 dif-
fered somewhat from ADHD patients, indicating that differ-
ent mechanisms may be altered compared to ADHD.
Generally, results indicated an overestimation of the elapsed
time in NF1 rather than an underestimation. Further, behav-
ioural fluctuations concerning mean RTs were less strongly
pronounced in NF1 than in ADHD. Importantly, no signifi-
cant improvement of performance took place across the task,
indicating deficient behavioural adjustments after feedback in
this group. However, since the current study was limited to
the behavioural level it remains elusive if these alterations
are due to deficient feedback processing or deficient prepar-
atory processes, because this only can be resolved by neuro-
physiological data. Comparing performance fluctuations
between the patient groups, the neural mechanisms underly-
ing timing deficits in NF1 are likely to be different from those
playing a role in ADHD. Although NF1 patients are thought
to also show dopaminergic alterations, these deficits are
somewhat different from the ones in ADHD. In animal mod-
els of NF1, dopamine synthesis has been shown to be reduced
(Brown et al., 2010, 2011), resulting in a tonic lack of dop-
amine. In ADHD, phasic availability of dopamine is also
impaired, leading to the observed behavioural fluctuations
(Bluschke, Zink, et al., 2020). These problems in dopamine
synthesis probably lead to deficits at the clock stage of the
evidence accumulation of the internal pacemaker just like
it is the case in ADHD, resulting in similar general reductions
of behavioural accuracy, but it seems likely that the deficits
shown in NF1 cannot be explained by pure deficits at the
clock stage.

However, dopamine is not the only deficient neurotrans-
mitter system in NF1 (Brown, Diggs-Andrews, Gianino, &
Gutmann, 2012; Gutmann, Cole, & Collins, 1994). In addi-
tion, processes related to memory formation impairments
have also been clearly defined and described in NF1. Here,
alterations in nitric oxide, cGMP, and glutamate functioning
have been proposed to underlie learning deficits in NF1 by
ultimately affecting long-term potentiation (Costa et al.,
2002). Interestingly, acetylcholine has been suggested to play
a mediating role in this cascade and has also been implicated
in the functioning of the memory stage of the pacemaker
accumulator model (Buhusi & Meck, 2005). The deficit in
NF1 might thus additionally be present at the memory stage,
resulting in less efficient updating of the reference memory in
response to feedback (Buhusi & Meck, 2005; Gibbon, 1977;
van Rijn et al., 2014).

There are some limitations of the current study. The IQ
was not assessed in NF1 and that it was thus not possible
to control for any potential IQ differences between the patient
groups. However, taking the number of NF1 patients attend-
ing regular school into account, we assume that the sample is

representative for this patient group and therefore the results
are somewhat generalizable. Moreover, the sample size is
somewhat small, because the NF1 sample consisted of chil-
dren with a rare disease. However, regarding the conducted
sensitivity analysis it is possible to detect small to medium
effects with the current sample size. Another limitation
might be the binning of the 300 trials of the task into three
blocks for the analysis of learning effects. However, based
on previous studies by our group on time estimation in
ADHD (Bluschke et al., 2018), we expected error rates
of about 50%. To still have sufficient trials for the analyses
and in order to derive reliable mean values and SDs, we
divided the 300 trials into three bins. Further, the conclu-
sions regarding the neurotransmitter systems are on a quite
theoretical level. For future studies, it might be interesting
to manipulate neurotransmitter systems directly, for exam-
ple by administering a single dose of methylphenidate
before performing the task.

To summarize, deficits in timing and learning of timing
are evident in ADHD as well as in NF1 compared to
healthy controls. Importantly, ADHD and NF1 differ in
feedback learning-based adjustments of time estimation
processes. Patients with ADHD are characterised by
behavioural fluctuations during the learning process,
while no feedback learning could be observed in those
with NF1. Thus, the mechanisms leading to the timing
problems differ between these two groups. In ADHD,
these deficits likely occur primarily at the clock stage
of evidence accumulation of the internal timing pacemaker.
On a neurobiological level, this is likely to be associated
with inefficiencies in the dopaminergic system. In NF1,
the deficit is presumably additionally related to the memory
stage, corroborating deficient learning processes in general
in NF1. On a neurobiological level, these deficits could be
due to the deficient synthesis of dopamine on the one
hand as well as due to other affected neurotransmitter
systems relevant for learning on the other. Tying up with
other data (Bluschke, von der Hagen, Papenhagen,
Roessner, & Beste, 2017a, 2017b), the results show that
despite the strong overlap in clinical phenotype and neuro-
psychological deficits in NF1 and ADHD, the underlying
cognitive mechanisms are different. This is important to
consider regarding pharmacological interventions in these
diseases.
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